Global climate change is impacting local conditions everywhere – how should Landscape Architects respond?

Submit your idea and a quick napkin sketch and you could win a $2,000 grant to fund your participation in the 2017 ASLA Annual Meeting in Los Angeles. 21 grants will be awarded.

anovafurnishings.com/2017LAGrant

2ND ANNUAL GRANT COMPETITION
Win a $2,000 grant to fund your participation in the 2017 ASLA Annual Meeting in Los Angeles! A panel of three practicing Landscape Architects will select the 21 best responses to the question above. Submissions will be accepted between April 1 and April 30. Along with the grant, all winners will be recognized on the Anova website, and at the 2017 ASLA Meeting in Los Angeles. The single best answer will receive first-place recognition.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
You must be an Associate ASLA member or Full ASLA member who has earned a degree or advanced degree in landscape architecture during or after January 1, 2007. Not a member? Sign up now at asla.org/Join.aspx.

HOW TO ENTER?
Go to anovafurnishings.com/2017LAGrant and submit your answer to the following question: Global climate change is impacting local conditions everywhere – how should Landscape Architects respond?

1. Explain your answer in 500 words or less.
2. Draw a quick “napkin sketch” of your idea.
3. Provide a short summary in 140 characters or less.
JUDGING
Our panel of three practicing Landscape Architects are returning for the 2017 competition and will select the 21 best responses to the question. Judging will be based on originality & creativity (25%), written communication (25%), napkin sketch (25%), and disciplinary positioning (25%).

Annette P. Wilkus
FASLA, RLA, LEED® AP,
Founding Principal, SITEWORKS

David Hill
ASLA, LEED® AP,
Program Chair + Associate Professor, Landscape Architecture,
Auburn University,
Principal, HILLWORKS: landscape+architecture

Ellen C. Stewart
ASLA,
Landscape Architect,
St. Paul Parks and Recreation

THE BIG PICTURE
At Anova, we believe in the power of Landscape Architecture to help solve some of the most significant challenges facing our society, such as stabilizing our climate and increasing mutual understanding across diverse members of society.

Anova created this grant program to help accelerate individuals’ careers in Landscape Architecture. We believe that education and sharing ideas drives personal growth, and the ASLA Annual Meeting provides an exceptional opportunity for engagement, learning and networking.

PAYMENT AWARDS
Payment of the $2,000 grant will be split as follows: to help cover attendance costs, each individual winner will be awarded $1,000 in July. The remaining $1,000 of the grant will be awarded when Anova receives an email from recipients displaying proof of attendance in at least three classes, field sessions, workshops or general sessions during the 2017 ASLA Annual Meeting.

COMPETITION RULES
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Competition begins 12:00 AM CT on 4/1/17 and entries must be received by 1:59 AM CT on 5/1/17. Open only to citizens and legal residents of the 50 United States and D.C. who are Associate Members or Full Members of the American Society of Landscape Architects and earned a degree in Landscape Architecture during or after January 1, 2007. Void where prohibited by law. Competition subject to full official rules at: www.anovafurnishings.com/2017LAGrant-rules.

QUESTIONS?
Visit the FAQ page at anovafurnishings.com/2017LAGrant-FAQ.